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Abstract7

Infectious viruses are conveyed via respiratory droplets produced by an infected person when8

they speak, sneeze, or cough. So, to combat virus transmission, the World Health9

Organization (WHO) has imposed severe regulations such as mandatory face mask use and10

social segregation in public spaces. The ?Human Tracking and Profiling for Risk Management11

System (HTPRM)? is an online application that identifies the risk associated with failing to12

follow proper health practices. This proposed approach, which is divided into four13

components, utilizes ?You Only Live Once YOLO (V3)? to detect facemask danger, which14

would be determined based on two factors: wearing the face mask properly and the type of15

mask (Surgical, k95, homemade, and bare). The second phase is to use Open CV and16

SSDMobilenet to evaluate the value of a one-meter space (Social Distance) between people.17

The system recognizes the maximum number of individuals that can be in the vicinity of the18

specific hall that uses YOLO( V3) and image processing as the third procedure. In the last19

processing, the system identifies each person?s behavior, classifies it as uncommon or not, and20

calculates the risk associated with each category. Finally, the system computes the overall risk21

and generates a warning alarm to notify the user that they are in a dangerous scenario.22

23

Index terms— YOLO (V3), SSD (single shot detector), mobile- net, open-CV, image processing, open pose,24
tenser-flow.25

1 Introduction26

iruses have been a point of controversy for humans since even before our species evolved into its contemporary27
form. Vaccines and antiviral drugs have allowed to limit the widespread spread of certain viral diseases and have28
helped sick patients to recover.Some viruses, such as Marburg, Ebola, Rabies, HIV, Smallpox, SARS -Cov, and29
MERS -Cov, have been unable to be eradicated, leading to a rise in new cases. However, destroying viruses is30
a challenging task. Some viruses have migrated from animals in recent decades, triggering large epidemics and31
claiming thousands of human lives. From 2014 to 2016, the virus that caused the Ebola epidemic in West Africa32
killed approximately 90% of those infected, making this the most dangerous member of the Ebola family. But33
other viruses are just as deadly, and some are even more deadly. It is true that the death rate from some viruses,34
such as the new corona-virus, which is currently spreading around the world, is still high, but infections pose a35
serious threat to public health as human cannot yet combat germs. The goal of the HTPRM is to identify risk by36
investigating at four different virus transmission modes. Crowd Counting is one technique that determines the37
population of a scene. Public places are overcrowded possible to spreading the virus among peoples. To minimize38
the spreading viruses, must be limited the number of people in a public area. The density risk percentage39
calculate by comparing the number of people in an specific area at a given moment to the maximum number40
of people permitted in that region. This is one method to help prevent virus propagation in densely populated41
places, since it is a highly robust strategy in today’s society.42
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3 LITERATURE REVIEW

The primary source of risk is that COVID-19 spreads by touch or being in close proximity to an infected43
individual. Social Distancing is the only way to prevent the spread of COVID-19. Maintaining a safe distance44
from one another is the most effective method of preventing the transmission of this disease at least until a45
vaccine is found. Social distancing can have a negative impact on social well-being and health by resulting in46
social isolation and physical activity limitations.47

One of the another critical of risk is behavior control. If one person is infected with a virus, there is a high48
possibility of the infection spreading due to his behavior. To avoid or mitigate such a circumstance, a human49
behavior recognition function has been developped for risk management systems using Human Tracking and50
Profiling. This capability is mostly concerned with human behavior in a given area.51

Another critical aspect of combating this epidemic is to use a face mask. Wearing a face mask has received52
general support as a means of delaying the transmission of viruses. Speed of virus transmission is dependent on53
the sort of face-mask used (Surgical, k95, homemade, and bare). Until the virus is completely destroyed, daily use54
of face masks is crucial for infection prevention and protection against airborne infectious germs. This approach55
not only determines whether or not someone is wearing a mask, but also determines whether or not a face mask56
is worn properly. The danger varies according to the type of face mask used, the average risk is determined as57
well. This research will conduct an in-depth examination of the usage of masks to prevent the transmission of the58
lethal coronavirus. This version introduces a novel multi -facemask detection in real-time. Finally, the Human59
Tracking and Profiling system calculates the average risk associated with four components and then calculates60
the total average risks involved with those four components.61

2 II.62

3 Literature Review63

The main intention is to implement automated Human tracking and profiling for risk management application64
to avoid speed of spreading the virus infections in the world. Social Distance Risk, Face-mask risk, Density Risk65
and Human Actions and behaviors Risk are the main four components to minimize the percentage of deaths66
due to viruses. Lot of applications developed for analysis the risk and get the crowd/ visitors count in the67
frame but there is not single system to analysis the density risk in a particular area to minimize the spreading68
viruses among people. In the current pandemic situation in world, one Deep-CNN Crowd Counting Model for69
enforcing social distancing application is implemented in Saudi Arabia’s public places for avoid spreading the70
viruses among peoples [1]. Actually, above proposed method is based on CNN model to count people who appear71
in video frames in public places [1]. Another, people counting system developed in post COVID-19,which is72
counting people through infrared detection and this system count and update based on people moving in/out73
through the area/premise [2]. There already exists a few work that pedestrian counting systems [ [3], [4]]. so,74
in this proposed density risk solution go beyond above systems and in the first step, a video first frame user75
[system owner] must selects the area where he/she wants to measure the density risk using four mouse click76
points. Then according to area width and length system estimate the maximum people/visitors count allowed in77
that area. After that, system take the real time total people/visitors count inside the user selected area (where78
user wants to measure the density risk) in each video frames and system comparing the these both real time79
people count, and maximum people count allowed in this area and analysis get density risk. If the real people80
count is higher than the maximum people count allowed in the area, then that area is a high-risk place. This is81
the novelty of density risk analysis. When it comes to the face-mask risk, the majority of the research studies82
reviewed focused exclusively on identifying the face mask. Researchers used a variety of machine learning and83
deep learning algorithms to assess whether or not they were wearing a face mask. Using image processing, the84
device developed by a team led by S. Balaji detected the passengers’ facemasks [9]. Additionally, the team, which85
includes Amit Chavda, has presented a method that uses a Convolutional Neural Network to detect individuals86
who use facemasks [7] and some of research papers used to detect facemask by utilizing Faster-RCNN [ [6], [8],87
[10]]. Numerous devices have been proposed and implemented to detect facemasks using various methodologies,88
however analysers all have significant limitations. Numerous facemask types have been introduced to the market.89
Even if individuals are masked, it is impossible to demonstrate that they are passing hatred from one individual90
to another. This is because they must cover their nose and mouth and secure it beneath their chin, even if they91
are wearing a mask. Additionally, it clings snugly to their chin. The National Center for Immunization and92
Respiratory Diseases (NCIRD) has confirmed that the viral transmission rate varies between different types of93
masks. Certain masks are designed and tested to ensure consistent performance in preventing the transmission94
of COVID-19. These masks are labeled with the criteria they comply with. KN95 masks provide approximately95
98.5% protection, whereas surgical masks provide 56.1 percent protection. Some folks make their homemade96
masks. This results in a 51.4% guard. We concentrated on that and identified the facemask as surgical, KN95,97
and homemade using the YOLO principle (V3). Thus, our proposed system analyzes the multi-person real-98
time face mask type and analyzes the risk of face masks and unmasking. According to the investigation, if99
it exceeds 75%, it is considered a risky zone. As soon as it becomes a risky area, the head of the location is100
warned through SMS. Another important aspect of human profiling and estimating for risk management systems101
is the estimation of human actions and behaviors. In the study publications, systems to detect an individual’s102
activity were introduced, but systems to recognize the action of a group of individuals were not found. Zhe103
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Cao and colleagues focused on a critical component of acquiring a deep understanding of humans in photos and104
videos: human two-dimensional posture estimation-or the difficulty of localizing anatomical important points or105
”parts.” Human estimating has always been primarily concerned with locating individuals’ body components [14].106
Federico Angelini and his colleagues proposed Action Pose: a two-dimensional pose-based technique for human107
action recognition at the pose level [15]. They retrieved low-level and high-level features fo the Action XPose108
from the human body posture and fed them into a LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory Neural) Network and a109
1D Convolutional Neural Network for classification. Action XPose, a 2D pose-based algorithm for posture-level110
Recogninizing Human Action, was introduced by Zeyu Fu and his team [16]. However, our suggested system111
recognizes the action of human and classifies actions such as leap, run, and walk. The risk is assessed based112
on the classification of human behavior .To accomplish this, we use a computation algorithm that we created113
ourselves. As with other systems, if someone behave incorrectly, it sends a notification to the location chief.114

When analyzing the risk of social distance to get a better accuracy this paper used the SSD-mobilnet model.115
In each frame need to be more accurate. Therefore to get better detection for bad visibility areas used CLAHE116
prepossessing method to identify objects [11]. Most of the researchers only considered about detect social distance117
[13]. This paper is most related to analyze the risk of percentage. Based on these percentages, can easily detect118
whether the area is bad or good.119

4 III. Methodology120

Fig. ??: Overall System diagram According to the system overview diagram Fig. ??, initially system gets CCTV121
footage as a input and same CCTV footage goes through four sub risk analysis functions separately and estimate122
the risk status. For the estimating the overall risk percentage, divide the 100% equally among four sub functions123
and each function gets 25%. if one function is totally violating, then added each sub function 25% percentage to124
the total overall risk. finally if the total risk percentage is greater than 75% email will be send, informing that125
area will be a risky place. a) Density Risk Analysis Fig. ??: An image of a density risk system overview126

The proposed system analysis the density risk in a particular area at a particular time. According to Fig. ??127
the system gets video frames as input and then in the first video frame user must select the area where they128
want to measure the density risk using four mouse click points. Then this area is a Polygon shape rectangle area.129
Then according to the width and length of the area, the system estimates the maximum people count allowed130
in that particular area according to Fig. 3 using predefined formula. After that, the system takes the realtime131
people/visitors count inside the area in each video frame. finally, the system comparing both the Maximum people132
count and real-time people count inside the area, and if the real-time people count higher than the Maximum133
people count that area is a High-Risk area, email will be send, informing that area will be a risky place.134

Object detection and tracking are one of the main parts of this function.Yolov3 is used to detect an object in135
the frame. Yolov3 is a unique neural network that predicts bounding boxes and class probabilities directly from136
complete images in a single evaluation. The Yolov3 configure (cfg file) and weight file trained on the detect 80137
classes objects. However, People/visitors type object detection is only needed for the density risk estimation. So138
then did some transfer learning (hyperparameter changing -max batches, filters, classes) for the Yolov3.cfg file139
(model architecture file) and re-trained using Google’s Open Images, then generated the new weight file and it140
used for the people/visitors object detection in the video frames and also shapely python libraries and Open CV141
techniques used for the estimate the length and width of the area in the video frame. This algorithm calculates142
distances between people and draw different colors of bounding boxes with fulfilling above steps. Used SSD-143
MobileNet model for object detection. For better detection for bad visibility areas used CLAHE prepossessing144
method.145

5 c) Human Behaviour Risk Analysis146

This proposed Human Tracking and Profiling for Risk Management another main part is Human behaviour147
recognition part. Briefly in this part, Estimate the human actions and then recognize what are the actions using148
previously estimated actions. In this scenario, mainly there are two main parts in the human action recognition.149

6 i. Human action estimation150

In this part there are also two parts, Which is, single person post estimation and multi person action estimation.151
Multi-person action estimation is more difficult than single person action estimation, Because, there are more152
than one object should be locked in the each frame. According to this proposed system we had to use multi person153
human action estimation method. There are lot of multi human action estimation method. for a example, Open154
Pose, Alpha Pose , Deep Cut and Mask RCNN. from them, Open Pose, and Deep sort algorithm methods are155
used to develop this function, Because, it gives more accuracy than other methods, and there are more capable156
facility to get real time human actions. And another advantage is, Open Pose follows Bottom-Up approach.157
In the bottom-Up approach, first initially detect the human joints and the connect each joint for each related158
person. Deep Sort algorithm is mainly used for track multi people.159
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12 D) FACE MASK RISK ANALYSIS

7 ii. Recognize human Behaviours160

This is the second part of this function. In this function recognize the what are the human behaviours using161
previously estimated human actions. To do that, we used a machine learning model that we created using more162
than 4100 image data as the data set.163

8 d) Face Mask Risk Analysis164

Facemask risk was monitored in real time using a deep learning approach for detecting face masks. This section165
identifies the type of facemask and calculates the risk by comparing it to the recommended risk values. Two166
distinct YOLO (V3) object detection models are used to determine whether a face mask is present or absent167
and to classify the type of face mask. YOLO is an ingenious convolutional neural network (CNN) for real-168
time object detection. The algorithm applies a single neural network to the entire image, then divides it into169
regions and predicts their bounding boxes and probabilities. Here the feature maps are obtained by 81,79 and 91170
convolutional neural network layers in three detections. In this detection is accomplished by applying detection171
kernels to feature maps of three distinct sizes located in three distinct locations throughout the network.172

Due to the difficulty of obtaining a sufficiently large dataset for training the two models, custom datasets were173
used. A dataset of 6000 images was used to classify four types of facemasks: Surgical, KN95, Homemade, and174
Bare. Additionally, to determine whether or not to use facemasks, we used a dataset of 4000 images. Where175
transfer learning was used to train YOLO (V3) models using custom data.176

Then, using Python, author created an algorithm based on the risk value assigned by the (NCIRD), Division177
of Viral Diseases. If the area is dangerous, the head of location is notified via SMS. Twilio’s Python library assists178
in creating a new instance of the Message resource by allowing you to specify the message’s To, From, and Body179
parameters.180

9 Results and Discussion181

10 a) Density Risk Analysis182

Yolov3 network was first trained with a single class dataset of 4000 people images. So the dataset only has183
one class, the maximum batch was set to 8000, the steps were set to 6400, 7200, and 18 filters in the three184
convolutional layers before the YOLO layers, and the number of classes in the YOLO layers was set to 1 and185
also set network size width 608 height 608 in Yolov3.cfg file. Map value test on 500 people images and got 85%186
map value for our yolov3 trained model [5]. Table ?? [5] compares our Yolov3 approach to a variety of different187
object detection methods in terms of mAP.Fig. 6 shows the results of the density risk estimation. if the real-time188
visitors count inside the area is higher than the maximum count that area is a high-risk area and an email is sent189
to the nearest police station. Authors tested the proposed model using a video stream and images. In each frames190
were also labelled as unsafe and safe accordingly. To bad visibility areas proposed using CLAHE prepossessing191
technique. It is vital to have individuals moving continuously while utilizing the webcam, or else the detection192
will be wrong.193

11 Fig. 7: Final output of social distance detection c) Human194

Behaviour Risk Analysis195

Another main part in this system is Human behaviour risk analysing. To estimate the human actions, we mainly196
used two pre-trained Open Pose models to estimate the human actions. The main part of this function is197
recognizing human actions using estimated human actions. To do that we used over 4000 image data to train a198
model. After the training, we were able to get a 98.3 percentage training accuracy and 95.9 percentage of test199
accuracy.200

12 d) Face Mask Risk Analysis201

The wearing of masks correctly and consistently is a vital step that everyone can take to avoid contracting and202
spreading COVID-19. Masks are most effective when everyone wears them, but not all masks offer the same203
level of protection. Consider how well a mask fits, how well it filters the air, and how many layers it has when204
purchasing one. For the purpose of this research, the data sets which have two classes (MASK and No Mask)205
and four classes (Surgical, KN95, homemade and bare) were obtained. For the facemask risk detection using206
facemask type, a YOLO(v3) model was pre-trained with Pytorch Geometric using custom dataset imported from207
YOLO v3 achieving a train mean average precision of 99.24% and test mean average precision of 73% with 6000208
images in training and 2000 test images under 4 classes in validating the model. Figure ??0 is shown it efficiently.209
With these findings, our model has also demonstrated success in detecting face masks in images beyond the our210
training and validation range. We initialized our learning rate at (LR=0.001), the number of training epochs at211
(EPOCHES = 45000), and the batch size at (BS = 64) for the testing phrase. Figure ?? depicts various scenarios212
for detecting different sorts of face masks in real time from a live-stream. Additionally, Table 1 discusses the213
importance of performance indicators in gaining a better knowledge of how suggested models behave throughout214
the testing process. The result analysis demonstrates that our suggested approach for face mask detection based215
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on several types of masks performs really well despite the fact that testing data is limited. The authors were216
unable to obtain individual outputs for this system after considering the above situations (Social distance Risk,217
Social Density Risk, Human Behavior Risk, and face mask Risk). Because different health guidelines infractions218
can occur in the same public space As a result, overall risk must be estimated utilizing social distance risk, social219
density risk, human behavior risk, and face mask risk. The authors provide a new formula to calculate the overall220
risk using each functionality.221

13 Fig. 11: Overall Risk Calculation Formula222

Total risk categories must be determined in order to compute the overall risk. There are four risk categories,223
according to the system (Social distance Risk, Social Density Risk, Human Behavior Risk and face mask Risk).224
The total number of risk categories that have been breached should next be determined. Finally, using these225
variables, compute the overall risk. If the aggregate danger exceeds 75%, the area is considered high risk. If the226
entire risk is between 25% and 75%, the area is considered low risk. Finally, if the threat is less than 25%, the227
location is considered safe.228

V.229

14 Conclusion230

The use of machine learning becomes more common. By using the image processing and deeplearning techniques,231
i.e. YOLO, SSD, Open Pose, and Deep-Sort methods, we provide a comprehensive realtime person recognition232
system. Mainly covered four main scenarios. Those are density detection and analyze the risk, social distance233
detection and analysis of the risk, face-mask detection and analyze the risk, and human pose detection and234
analyze the risk. Test average precision (mAP) for detect humans and detect facemask with facemask type235
respectively 85.0 %, 73.0 %. To detect human behavior the system got 95.0% present of test accuracy. Our social236
distancing risk detection and estimating area length and width for density risk detection did not use correct237
camera calibration, which means that pixel distances to measurable real units were not (easily) mapped to (i.e.,238
meters, feet, etc.). Therefore, the first step to improving our social distancing risk detection and estimating239
area length and width for density risk from the distance between our social systems is therefore to use a good240
camera calibration. That way, the results will be better and can calculate measurable units actually (rather than241
pixels).This work can be used as the basis for estimating the risk of each function. In the end, we are come up242
with the four individual average risks. Based on that we are calculating the total risk for a particular place. 1
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Figure 4: Fig. 6 :
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Figure 5: Fig. 8 :
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Figure 6: Fig. 9 :Fig. 10 :

1

Model Dataset MAP (%)
Our YOLOv3 Google Open Images 85.0%
Alexey AB YOLOv3 Pascal Voc 87.0%
R-CNN Pascal Voc 53.2%

Figure 7: Table 1 :
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